Make Your Own Shower Tags

Overview
What could be better than designing your own shower tag to remind you to strive for five minutes? Using copies of the shower tag template, let your residents design their own tag, and then laminate and cut out the hole. Your residents will like creating their own unique tag to remind them to take a shorter shower.

In The Box:
- Shower tag print outs
- Decorating supplies (market, crayons, glitter, etc.)
- Self adhesive clear plastic laminating sheets
- Scissors
- Fact Check Cards - Showers

Promote the Program:
Try promoting the program in eco-friendly ways.
- Send an email invite to your residents
- Print your posters on the back of scratch paper.
- Word of mouth; this only uses your energy!

Strive for Five
Remember to include “5 minutes” on the shower tags in the effort to “strive for five” minutes in the shower. Use the self adhesive laminating sheets to waterproof your tags. Don’t forget to hang them from the shower heads!

Contact Us
- If the box is missing any Items from the inventory
- You don’t have enough handouts/ Fact Check cards
- You want more help

Program Coordinator
Nick Koressel
928-523-0443
nick.koressel@nau.edu

Program Coordinator
Avi Henn
928-523-6024
avi.henn@nau.edu

Items are Printed on recycled paper
Laminated to reduce waste